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Abstract: We investigate the influence of localized and propagating surface plasmons on third harmonic generation from rectangular apertures in metal films. We designed optimal aperture array structures by using finite-difference time-domain simulations with nonlinear scattering theory. From this design space, we fabricated and measured the third harmonic in the region of maximal performance. We find the highest third harmonic conversion efficiency when the localized resonance is tuned to the fundamental wavelength and the propagating (Bragg) resonance is tuned to the third harmonic; this is 2.5 times larger than the case where the both localized and propagated are tuned to the fundamental wavelength. The two remaining configurations where also investigated with much lower conversion efficiency. When the Bragg resonance is tuned to the third harmonic, directivity improves the collection of third harmonic emission. On the other hand, due to the inherent absorption of gold at the third harmonic, tuning the localized surface plasmon resonance to the third harmonic is less beneficial. All cases showed quantitative agreement with the original theoretical analysis. This work points towards an optimal design criterion for harmonic generation from thin plasmonic metasurfaces.
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1. Introduction

Metasurfaces are of interest for nonlinear optics to achieve functionality in a thin layer, for applications including wavelength conversion [1,2], switching [1,3,4] and near-field light sources (imaging) [5,6]. Among these surfaces, aperture-based structures in metal films are particularly promising because they efficiently remove heat and localize the electromagnetic field [7–9]. A key challenge is to create structures for high conversion efficiency.

Past works on plasmonic enhanced nonlinear conversion have optimized the localized surface plasmon (LSP) using different aperture and particle shapes, as well as the surrounding media [10–16]. Furthermore, Bragg resonances of propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) were also optimized to attain highest conversion efficiency [17–19]. A few works have investigated both LSP and SPP resonances at the fundamental or harmonic wavelength on nonlinear optical response of metasurfaces [20–24]. However, there is still a question about what combination of LSP and SPP should be used to achieve the greatest conversion efficiency.

Here we investigate the optimal combination of LSP and SPP resonances to maximize conversion efficiency in third harmonic generation (THG) from nanoapertures in a gold film. We explore all combinations where the fundamental and harmonic wavelengths are enhanced by the LSP and/or SPP resonance conditions, finding the greatest enhancement when the fundamental is at the LSP resonance and the harmonic is at the SPP resonance. Here we focus on THG for four main reasons. The centrosymmetry of gold means SHG is dipole-forbidden in the bulk [25]. On a related point, the cubed dependence of THG may enable higher conversion efficiencies at increased power levels (as opposed to SHG which has a squared dependence) [25]. Gold has an interband resonance in THG near the fundamental of ~1400-1600 nm, so that low-cost, high-power fiber-based lasers may be used as sources for compact wavelength conversion [26]. The $\chi^{(3)}$ susceptibility of THG also allows for Kerr-like switching, so this may be of interest to future switching applications [27]. Our experimental results agree well with nonlinear scattering theory using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations.

2. Nonlinear Scattering Theory

We performed a theoretical analysis using FDTD simulations (Lumerical FDTD 8.12.501) to guide our experiments. The nonlinear scattering theory approach is similar to a recent work looking at U-shaped nanoparticles to optimize SHG [28]; however, here it is configured for THG and for apertures. In particular, we consider the local field intensity for the fundamental and harmonic wavelengths for the configuration shown in Fig. 1(a). We use reciprocity to calculate the conversion efficiency, where the harmonic beam is incident from the opposite side (and we employ time-reversal symmetry in scattering theory to relate this to the generated field that leaves the aperture array [29,30]). Then we integrate the overlap of the field intensities (of each contributing photon) over the gold volume to estimate the THG using the equation:
\[
THG \propto \int_{\text{spot}} E_{3\omega} \times E_{\omega}^* dV \tag{1}
\]

Where \( E_{3\omega} \) is the electric field of the third harmonic and \( E_{\omega} \) is the electric field of the fundamental light. This equation shows physically that the fundamental beam creates a nonlinear current source with amplitude \( J \propto E_{\omega}^* \), and this couples into the third harmonic beam with field \( E_{3\omega} \). By Lorentz reciprocity, the outcoupling goes as \( J \cdot E_{3\omega} \) integrated over the volume of the source [31]. The third harmonic beam is solved by considering a plane wave incident on the aperture array; however, this gives the same coupling intensity to the outgoing wave by reciprocity. Using this integral relation, we can search over four parameter spaces where the SPP and LSP are optimized for combinations of the fundamental and harmonic wavelengths.

While the LSP resonance can be controlled by the dimensions of the aperture in the array, the SPP resonance is tuned by changing the periodicity of the array. Figure 1(c) shows the resultant THG using Eq. (1) for LSP resonance at the harmonic wavelength (523 nm) and SPP resonance at the fundamental wavelength (1570 nm) where \( l \) is the length of the rectangular aperture and \( P_y \) is the periodicity of the rectangular array in \( y \) direction. The width of the aperture, \( w \), and the periodicity of the array, \( P_x \), were fixed at 30 nm and 1400 nm. Figure 1(d) shows the same results for LSP and SPP resonances at the third harmonic wavelength. Figure 1(e) shows the calculated THG for LSP and SPP resonances at the fundamental wavelength and Fig. 1(f) shows the results for LSP resonance at the fundamental wavelength and the SPP resonance at the third harmonic wavelength. These are plotted on a natural log-scale. From these simulations, we obtained a region of interest for fabrication for each scenario to give the best conversion efficiency. The actual fabricated dimensions are shown with the black dots on Figs. 1(c)-(f).
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of third harmonic generation from a rectangular aperture array. (b) Simulated configuration for incident fundamental and third harmonic waves (using time-reversal for the harmonic beam). (c) Calculated THG in natural logarithm scale using nonlinear scattering theory of Eq. (1) for LSP resonance at 523 nm and SPP resonance at 1570 nm. (d) Same as (c) for LSP and SPP resonance at 523 nm. (e) Same as (c) for LSP and SPP resonance at 1570 nm. (f) Same as (c) for LSP resonance at 1570 nm and SPP resonance at 523 nm. Black dots show fabricated dimensions.

3. Fabrication and THG measurement

Guided by the simulation results, we fabricated the nanostructures around the maxima shown in Fig. 1. Focused ion beam (FIB) milling was used to fabricate the arrays of rectangles. A Ga ion beam was focused on a spot of 15 µm of 100 nm thick gold film at 40 KV acceleration voltage, 0.01064 nA beam current and dwell time of 10 µs.

Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscope images of the fabricated structures for different periodicities in y direction ($P_y$) and length of rectangle ($l$) corresponding to different LSP and SPP resonances. The periodicity in x direction ($P_x$) and width of rectangle ($w$) took fixed values of 1400 nm and 30 nm.

Figure 3(a) shows a schematic of the THG measurements. We have used a 100 fs pulsed laser at 1570 nm with 40 MHz repetition rate. The incident power was 40 mW, focused onto the sample by an objective lens (40 ×, NA = 0.65). Theoretically, the spot size should be approximately 3 microns based on the wavelength and objective used, which is close to the size of the array (7.3 micron side). In practice, we found that the focusing was sensitive to translations around 10 microns (smoothly varying over this range), so the spot size is likely...
slightly larger than the array. A guide laser beam at the wavelength of 853 nm was used to help alignment, but was turned off during the measurements. The third harmonic beam on the transmission side was collected by a second objective lens (40 ×, NA = 0.65).

We confirmed that the transmitted beam contained THG by the power scaling of the light at the spectrometer (Fig. 3(b)) and by the wavelength of the emitted light (Fig. 3(c)). The fundamental beam was not detected by the photodiode. Bright green emission was visible on a CMOS camera (Thorlabs, DCC1545M), as shown in Fig. 3(d). There is photoluminescence [32,33] present in the measurements, however, this is much weaker than the third harmonic and consequently not visible in Fig. 3(c). To estimate the directivity of the THG, we removed the collection objective and placed an iris in the beam 3 cm from the gold surface. The THG collected reduced when the iris was reduced to 1 mm, implying a half angle of approximately 1°. Theoretically, the angle from a Gaussian aperture of 7.3 microns (width of the array) at 523 nm should be 1.3°.

Figure 4 shows the final result of this work, comparing the THG for different configurations of SPP and LSP resonances at the fundamental and the third harmonic wavelengths. Good agreement is seen between the simulation results using the reciprocity relation in Eq. (1) and the experiment. Note, the entire experiment was repeated to ensure reproducibility of the results.
4. Discussion

Here we discuss the key features found for efficient THG from the simulations and experiments. First, it is advantageous to tune the SPP resonance (i.e., the Bragg resonance of the periodic hole spacing) to the third harmonic wavelength instead of the fundamental wavelength. This is seen for both LSP configurations. The reason for this is related to the requirement to efficiently out-couple the THG away from the aperture array and towards the detector. The Bragg resonance improves the out-coupling efficiency of the third harmonic by directly coupling it to an outgoing plane wave. While nonlinear interactions can be boosted by tuning the Bragg resonance of the lattice to the third harmonic, the directivity of the third harmonic signal is also improved. The latter helps to efficiently out-couple third harmonic signal towards the detector and consequently prevents the resonant absorption of THG at the gold surface.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used to measure THG of the fabricated array of rectangles where LPF is low pass filter, BS is beam splitter, HWP is half wave plate, FM is flip mirror, C is collimator and OF is optical fiber. The inset shows the sample with the electric field polarization of the incident beam. (b) Power dependence of measured THG (solid blue curve) on the input power in logarithm scale. The dashed red curve shows a fit with slope 3. (c) Measured THG for the array designed for LSP resonance at 1570 nm and SPP resonance at 523 nm that yields the maximum conversion efficiency for different length of the aperture and fixed $P_i = 518$ nm. (d) Third harmonic green spot imaged on the CCD camera. (e) measured power spectrum of the pulsed laser source.

Next we note that it is best to have the LSP resonance of the aperture at the fundamental wavelength. The LSP resonance provides a strong local field at the aperture, which gives an increased THG when considering Eq. (1) (since the THG scales as the cube of the fundamental intensity). Of course, it is possible to obtain high field intensity by using the SPP Bragg (grating) resonance as well, and indeed, the second best efficiency results are obtained when both the LSP and SPP are at the fundamental wavelength. However, this comes at the expense of efficient directive outcoupling of the THG, and so it did not yield the greatest...
THG detected. In other words, in this case the LSP resonance of the apertures is tuned to the fundamental wavelength, which results in efficient confinement of the incident beam. The Bragg resonance can also improve nonlinear interactions inside the apertures further due to an improved in-coupling. However, the TH signal is not efficiently out-coupled in this case and so the overall THG collected is reduced.

Past works on aperture arrays show that the Bragg resonance saturates for over 100 apertures for circular holes in a square array [34]. Here, the saturation is expected to be faster because we are using rectangular apertures. Indeed, in the simulated spectra (which assume infinite arrays and plane wave excitation) the full-width at half-maximum is 72 nm at the fundamental wavelength. Therefore, the quality factor of the resonances is about 20, which means that the light will couple over approximately 20 periods before being mostly scattered. This is below the size of the aperture arrays used (15 periods in the direction of polarization) and so we believe that we have not saturated the coupling, but we are close to that limit.

Interestingly, it does not seem particularly advantageous to put the LSP at the third harmonic wavelength. While the resonance at the third harmonic will enhance the THG from Eq. (1), it does so only with a linear power. Furthermore, the LSP at the third harmonic leads to local resonant absorption by the gold, so that much of the light will not be detected.

Related to this point, it should be noted that the LSP resonance is very effective at coupling the incident light into the aperture, and so there is little benefit from adding the SPP Bragg resonance. For example, it has been shown that the normalized transmission through an aperture at the LSP resonance is close to a quarter of the wavelength squared [35]. When we consider the aperture as a dipole that radiates in the forward and backward directions equally, the total scattering of that aperture is already close to the single channel limit [36,37]. This should be compared with particle plasmonics, where the scattering cross section is usually less than a third of the single channel limit [38–42]. In summary, rectangular apertures have a very strong LSP resonance that benefits THG.

From our experiments, we measure an output power at 523 nm by replacing the spectrometer with an avalanche photodiode (Thorlabs – APD 110A). Using the responsivity specified for this APD at 523 nm (measuring 30 mV for the maximum THG), we estimate that The maximum achieved total conversion efficiency of the aperture array (including all

![Fig. 4. Normalized third harmonic generation versus array parameters for different LSP and SPP resonance scenarios. Theoretical results from simulations are also shown.](image-url)
collection optics) is 0.05%. The green light is clearly observable by bare eyes. For comparison, the conversion efficiency for a split ring resonator array was reported to be $3 \times 10^{-5}\%$ [43], and the conversion efficiency for a single aperture was reported to be 0.001% [9]. Even though we are still far away from ~10% percent conversion efficiencies, there are some avenues that could lead us to get closer to that goal. Using apertures prevents the sample from overheating by having a good conducting layer [8,9]. Therefore, we can benefit from a higher power pulsed laser to boost conversion efficiency without suffering from melting (estimated to be 3 orders of magnitude lower heating than for comparable plasmonic particles [9]). Moreover, confining light in a very small gap can increase the power further and contribute to increased THG. By using new fabrication techniques such as He beam milling [44], atomic layer deposition (ALD) [45], shadow mask [46,47] and template stripping [48], a gap size below 10 nm should be achievable.

5. Conclusions

We have investigated the third harmonic generation from rectangular aperture arrays in a metal film and found that the maximum conversion efficiency occurs when the localized surface plasmon resonance of the aperture is tuned the fundamental wavelength and the propagating surface plasmon resonance is tuned to the third harmonic wavelength. Directivity improves the outcoupling of the third harmonic at the Bragg resonance. We also investigated the other cases where the LSP and SPP are tuned to the fundamental and/or third harmonic. We found that tuning the LSP resonance to the third harmonic wavelength is not that advantageous since it leads to resonant absorption.
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